Research guide B11: The Royal Navy: First World War

This guide explains how to use the facilities of the Caird Library at the National Maritime Museum (NMM) to research the personnel, vessels and operations of the Royal Navy and its auxiliary forces in 1914-1918. The Caird Library provides access to a wide range of archive material, publications and electronic resources useful to research on the Royal Navy.

Information on visiting the Caird Library, links to the Archive and Library catalogues, guidance on how to register and order items for viewing or copying, etc., can be found here on the Royal Museums Greenwich website: rmg.co.uk/researchers/library

Gunnery exercises on the torpedo boat destroyer HMS Laforey, 1915-1916 (NMM negative N24224)

Please note that the principal Admiralty records from the First World War are held by The National Archives (TNA) at Kew. This includes the service records of individuals who served in the Royal Navy up to the mid-1920s, and official records of wartime events, such as log books of warships. Where relevant, this guide provides references to the important records held at TNA and elsewhere, particularly those that can be searched and viewed online. In the Caird Library reading room there is free access to most of the records that can be searched and viewed online via the TNA, Ancestry and Findmypast websites.
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3. **Bibliography**
1. Researching individuals

1.1 Ratings and petty officers

Royal Navy ratings were organized according to their tasks and competence, and usually formed the main body of a warship’s crew. A rating’s official number had an alphabetical prefix indicating the branch of the service the individual was employed in, such as communications, stokers and sick berth staff. In the rank structure, petty officers and chief petty officers were above leading ratings, but below commissioned and warrant officers.

Service records for ratings who served in the First World War are mainly held at TNA. The original records are in the form of registers of seamen’s services 1873-1923 (ADM 188 series) and can be searched using the Discovery catalogue on the TNA website. For each individual they usually provide date and place of birth, service number, physical characteristics, type of engagement, a list of appointments with dates, and notes on character, awards, how discharged, etc.

The Fleet Air Arm Museum at Yeovilton in Somerset holds engagement ledgers for ratings of most branches who enlisted circa 1888-1923. A guide to service records held in the archive at Yeovilton can be found on the FAAM website: fleetairarm.com

1.2 Commissioned and warrant officers

Royal Navy officers from the rank of sub-lieutenant upwards were appointed by royal commission, usually following training as a cadet and midshipman. Warrant officers were appointed by warrant from various administrative bodies connected with their specialized duties, and came after commissioned officers in the rank structure.

Service records of commissioned officers who entered the Royal Navy in 1756-1917 are in the ADM 196 series at TNA. Warrant officers joining up to 1931 are also featured. The records can be searched and viewed online using the Discovery catalogue on the TNA website. For each officer they usually provide date and place of birth, details of family, a list of postings and promotions with dates, notes on abilities and performance written by senior officers, details of awards, how discharged, etc.

Details of the careers of commissioned officers in the Royal Navy c.1880-1950s (including those in the Royal Naval Reserve, the Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve and the Women’s Royal Naval Service) can also be found in the series of files and service record cards numbered ADM 340. Electronic images of ADM 340/1-150 can be viewed online using the Discovery catalogue. Duplicated and additional information on many of the male officers whose records appear in the ADM 340 series can be found among earlier books and registers, such as ADM 240. The two earlier series ADM 318 and 321 contain service records of officers in the Women’s Royal Naval Service during the First World War.

Service records of commissioned officers who entered the Royal Navy after May 1917 have not yet been released by the Ministry of Defence (MOD), but next-of-kin can gain access to them. See the information on requests for personal data and service records on the Government website gov.uk.

The Caird Library holds a complete run of Navy Lists which list Royal Navy officers alphabetically by name and also by seniority. As well as being useful for tracing the careers of officers, they contain details of training establishments, naval hospitals and dockyards, dress regulations, entry and examination procedures, rates of pay, pensions, medals and prizes, etc.
• **The Navy List** was compiled and published by the Admiralty. During the First World War the confidential edition (for official use only) provided details for all vessels and establishments, listing the current officers engaged. The Ancestry website has a facility for searching for names in the issues from 1888-1970.

• **Lean’s Royal Navy List** includes short biographies of active and retired officers, and service summaries for ships. The final editions in 1917 were supplements providing details of service in wartime, a diary of events and Admiral Sir John R. Jellicoe’s despatch on the Battle of Jutland.

Unfortunately, no such regular publications exist for other ranks in the Royal Navy.

A page from The Navy List providing details of the officers serving on HMS Lion in 1914.

1.3 Individuals in the auxiliary forces

Guidance on the service records of personnel in the auxiliary forces of the Royal Navy are given in the relevant sections below. The bulk of these records are at TNA. However, the Fleet Air Arm Museum at Yeovilton (mentioned above) holds some service records of ratings and officers in the Royal Naval Reserve, Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve, Royal Naval Division and Royal Marines.

The careers of officers in most of these auxiliary forces can be traced using Navy Lists (see above). For example, the issues provide lists of RNR and RNVR officers arranged by seniority and alphabetically by name, as well as details of their engagements on warships, commissioned merchant vessels and auxiliary small craft.

**Royal Naval Reserve (RNR)**

The Royal Naval Reserve was formed of merchant seamen and fishermen. Researching an individual in the RNR will therefore often involve looking at some of the sources mentioned in our research guide on the Mercantile Marine during the First World War.
The Discovery catalogue on the TNA website provides online access to records of RNR ratings from 1908-1955 in the Board of Trade series BT 377 and some service record cards and files of RNR officers in the Admiralty series ADM 340. The BT 377 series for RNR ratings is arranged by service number, so when visiting TNA to view the records on microfiche, it is usually necessary to consult the alphabetical indexes first.

The service records of RNR officers who served in 1862-1920 are in the ADM 240 series, arranged by rank and date of commission. They show details of both merchant and naval service. An alphabetical index for the First World War period can be found in ADM 240/84-88.

The Royal Naval Reserve Trawler Section was a separate section of the RNR that deployed a fleet of trawlers as minesweepers and patrol vessels in coastal waters. Service records of ratings who served in the RNR (T) are included in the ADM 377 series.

**Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve (RNVR)**

The Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve was formed of individuals who were not seafarers in civilian life, but who undertook naval training and volunteered to serve ashore or afloat.

Service records for the RNVR in the First World War can be searched and viewed online using the Discovery catalogue on the TNA website. The original records in ADM 337 consist of service records of ratings who joined the RNVR in 1903-1919, and officers who joined in 1914-1922. Service records of some RNVR officers are in the ADM 340 series, also accessible online.

The research guide on RNVR records on the TNA website provides a table of the distinguishing letters used for divisional service numbers.

**Royal Naval Division (RND)**

The Royal Naval Division was raised by the Admiralty in 1914 from various branches of the Royal Navy and formed part of the land forces on the Western Front and at Gallipoli. In 1916 a shortfall in troops was filled by Army units and the RND came formally under War Office authority.

The surviving service records of ratings and officers in the RND during the First World War can be searched and viewed online using the Discovery catalogue on the TNA website. The original records are in the ADM 339 series held at TNA. Some records of RND officers are kept in the Admiralty series ADM 337 and ADM 196, also the War Office series WO 339 and WO 374.

**Royal Marines (RM)**

During the First World War there were two branches of marines in the Royal Navy, the Royal Marine Artillery (RMA) and Royal Marine Light Infantry (RMLI). Detachments of these forces manned some of the gun turrets on large warships such as battleships and cruisers. They also took part in operations on land, including those on the Western Front and at Gallipoli, and led the raid on Zeebrugge in April 1918. The RMA and RMLI were amalgamated into a single Corps in 1923.

Service records of non-commissioned marine ranks 1842-1925 are in the ADM 159 series at TNA. These can be searched and viewed online using the Discovery catalogue. Attestation forms and description books covering the First World War period are in ADM 157 and ADM 158 at TNA. Service records of marine officers commissioned in 1793-1925 are included in the ADM 196 series and can be viewed online, see above. Name indexes to all the records mentioned here can be found in ADM 313.
The Royal Marine Medal Roll for 1914-1920 can be searched on the Findmypast website. This database provides a complete listing of all the individuals who served in the Corps during the First World War and has service details for a large number of them.

Selected births, marriages and deaths for marines who served in the Chatham, Plymouth and Portsmouth Divisions are in ADM 183, ADM 184 and ADM 185 at TNA.

Some guidance for research on individuals in the Royal Marines can be found on the Royal Marines Museum website: royalmarinesmuseum.co.uk

Copies of the following publications are held in the Caird Library collection:

- **My Ancestor was a Royal Marine** by Ken Divall, Society of Genealogists Enterprises Ltd, 2008.

**Royal Fleet Auxiliary (RFA) and Mercantile Fleet Auxiliary (MFA)**

The Royal Fleet Auxiliary (RFA) provides logistical support to the Royal Navy and during the First World War its vessels were mainly oil tankers. The crews were formed of civilian seafarers, though many officers were given temporary RNR/RNVR commissions in wartime. The Merchant Fleet Auxiliary (MFA) was a fleet of vessels chartered for the carrying of stores, but left under the management of commercial shipping companies.

RFA and MFA vessels had civilian crews, so some information on tracing these individuals can be found in our research guide on the Mercantile Marine in the First World War. Crew agreements for RFA and MFA vessels can sometimes be found in the Board of Trade collections at the NMM, TNA, and the Maritime History Archive (MHA) in Newfoundland: mun.ca/mha/

![A crew agreement for the RFA tanker Petroleum Official No 118493 (NMM collection RSS/CL).](image-url)
The Fleet Air Arm Museum holds some crew books for RFA and MFA vessels circa 1915-1920. These contain alphabetical indexes of vessels, crew lists, rates of pay and next-of-kin details.

**Women’s Royal Naval Service (WRNS)**

There were some 5,500 women in the Women’s Royal Naval Service during 1917-1919. They served in a variety of shore jobs at home and overseas, enabling more men to be released for active sea service.

Details of WRNS can be found in the series ADM 318 (officers) and ADM 336 (other ranks) at TNA. These records can be searched and viewed online using the Discovery catalogue. Online searches can also been made of the registers of appointments (ADM 321 series) and service record cards and files (ADM 340 series), providing details of appointments, promotions and resignations.

Some papers of Dame Katharine Furse (1875-1952), the first Director of the WRNS, are included in the NMM collection of archive material from the training establishment HMS Dauntless in Berkshire. See the items numbered with the prefix DAU in the Archive Catalogue. Many of these papers relate to her role as Commandant-in-Chief, Voluntary Aid Detachment (VAD) in 1914-1917.

**Queen Alexandra’s Royal Naval Nursing Service (QARNNS)**

The majority of women who volunteered for service as naval nurses in Britain during the First World War joined the Queen Alexandra’s Royal Naval Nursing Service. They often had previous experience of nursing gained in civilian hospitals, with VAD units of the British Red Cross or in the St John Ambulance Brigade.

The service records of QARNNS nurses in the period 1884-1928 are among the records of medical staff in the ADM 104 series at TNA and can be accessed online using the Discovery catalogue. A list of the nursing sisters featured in these records can be found on the Scarlet Finders website dedicated to British military nurses: scarletfinders.co.uk.

**Royal Naval Air Service (RNAS)**

The title Royal Naval Air Service only existed during the First World War. It was formed in July 1914 when the naval wing of the Royal Flying Corps (RFC) came under Admiralty control. It merged with the RFC and became the Royal Air Force (RAF) in April 1918.

Records of RNAS ratings are included in the Registers of Seamen’s Services 1873-1923 (ADM 188 series) at TNA. These can be searched and viewed online, as discussed above. RNAS ratings had service numbers with an F prefix. Those RNAS ratings who transferred to the RAF should be represented in AIR 79 series held at TNA. These RAF service records can also be searched and viewed online using the Discovery catalogue. An index to the relevant names and service numbers is in AIR 78.

Records of service for officers in the RNAS are in the ADM 273 series at TNA. Many of these individuals served in the Royal Navy prior to the formation of the RNAS and details of this previous service can be found in the ADM 96 series, see above. Details of any subsequent service as an officer in the RAF in 1918-1919 will be found in the AIR 76 series. All the records mentioned in this paragraph can be accessed online using the Discovery catalogue.

Engagement ledgers for some RNAS personnel are held by the Fleet Air Arm Museum. As mentioned previously, a guide to service records held in the archive at Yeovilton can be found on the FAAM website: fleetairarm.com.
Some records of RNAS pilots who trained at civilian flying schools and held Royal Aero Club certificates are held by the Royal Air Force Museum at Hendon: rafmuseum.org.uk/

The following books in the Caird Library collection cover the history of the Royal Naval Air Service:


### 1.4 Medals and other awards

Some sources of information on medals awarded to Royal Navy personnel are listed in *Research Guide U2: Maritime Medals: Sources of information*.

Details of the campaign, long service and gallantry medals awarded to particular individuals can be found within the Royal Navy medal rolls 1793-1972 (ADM 171 series) held at TNA. Some records within this series can be searched and viewed on the Ancestry website. Digital microfilm copies are also available to browse and download from the Discovery catalogue on the TNA website. The campaign medals awarded to Royal Navy personnel who served in the First World War included the 1914-15 Star, British War Medal and Victory Medal, see the examples shown below.

Details of Army gallantry medals awarded to individuals who served in the Royal Naval Division can be found in the War Office series WO 372 at TNA.


Notices of honours and promotions, citations for some gallantry awards, etc. were normally published in *The London Gazette*. The notices relating to a particular individual can be found using the search and filter facilities on The Gazette website: thegazette.co.uk
The Caird Library has a good selection of books on medals of the First World War, often listing recipients, for example the following:


An online medal roll for the Royal Navy in the First World War is under preparation on the Naval-History.Net website: [naval-history.net](http://naval-history.net)

### 1.5 Naval hospitals and medical staff

Monthly musters of patients in naval hospitals and hospital ships, together with pay lists and accounts for staff, etc. can be found in the ADM 102 series at TNA. Other records of hospitals and medical staff can be found in ADM 104 and ADM 105. Some records of the Royal Naval Hospital at Haslar near Portsmouth are held at TNA. Some records of the Royal Naval Hospital at East Stonehouse near Plymouth are held by Plymouth and West Devon Record Office.

The service records of male medical officers and sick berth ratings employed in Royal Navy warships, hospital ships and shore establishments can be found amongst those of officers and ratings, as discussed above. A selection of journals kept by medical officers during the First World War is in the office of the Director General of the Medical Department of the Navy series ADM 101 at TNA. These are arranged by vessel or unit name.

### 1.6 Deaths and commemoration

The Caird Library has copies of the following published sources of information on Royal Navy personnel killed during the First World War:

- *The Navy List* between October 1914 and July 1915 includes lists of officers and other ranks killed in action.
- *Royal Navy Roll of Honour World War 1 1914-1918* (Parts 1 and 2) by Don Kindell, published by Naval-History.Net, Penarth, 2009. Part 1 is arranged alphabetically by name and Part 2 has the information arranged by date and ship/unit.

The following online resources can be used for researching casualties:

- The casualty lists compiled by Don Kindell (as mentioned above), see Royal & Dominion Navy Casualties, 1914-1918 on the Naval-History.Net website.
• Some 45,000 personnel of the Royal Navy killed in action during the First World War are represented on the Commonwealth War Graves Commission (CWGC) website: cwgc.org
• A roll of honour for the RND 1914-1924 drawn from The Jack Clegg Memorial Database of Royal Naval Division Casualties of The Great War can be searched on the Ancestry website.

The CWGC database is particularly useful for finding the locations of graves and commemoration sites. A great many of the Royal Navy casualties were lost at sea and have no known graves, but the CWGC database provides details of the relevant panels on the naval memorials at Chatham, Portsmouth and Plymouth. The filters available in an advanced search make it possible to find details of the deaths relating to a particular action, such as the loss of a warship.

A card index of naval officers killed in 1914-1920 among the Admiralty records at TNA (reference ADM 242/1-5) can be searched on the Ancestry website. This includes some officers of the Royal Marines and Royal Naval Reserve, and of the Canadian and Australian navies. The other parts of ADM 242 at TNA comprise a card index of ships lost, a war graves roll, and statistical casualty books from the same period.

Registers of killed and wounded from the First World War can be found in ADM 104/145-149 at TNA.

1.7 Personal papers, journals and albums

A broad survey of original material relating to the Royal Navy in the First World War would recognize that the Manuscripts collection at the NMM is particularly strong in personal papers and journals. These collections include the papers of some distinguished commanding officers, journalists, naval historians and medal recipients from the period. They also encompass eyewitness accounts of major naval actions, as well as evidence of the more routine experiences of men and women serving in the Royal Navy in wartime. In some cases, the events are recorded in visual form by scrapbooks or photograph albums.
Beatty papers relating to the Battle of Heligoland Bight in 1914 (NMM collection (BTY/3/1)).

A description of the Battle of Jutland in 1916 from the diary of Commander Edward O.B.S. Osborne on the battleship HMS Conqueror (NMM collection MSS/77/078).
2. Researching naval vessels, units and operations

2.1 Key sources

Copies of the following official histories are held by the Caird Library:

- *Britain’s Sea Soldiers: A Record of the Royal Marines during the War 1914-1919* compiled by General Sir H.E. Blumberg, Swiss & Co, Devonport, 1927.
- *Naval Staff Monographs (Historical)*, Admiralty, 1920-27.

A collection of documents forming material for the official history by Corbett and Newbolt can be found in the ADM 137 series at TNA. This is arranged in three sections of papers from the Admiralty Secretariat, from commands and stations, and from Naval Staff. Some other material has been added, including war diaries of the Royal Naval Division, and papers of the Naval Intelligence Division and the Allied Naval Council.

The following books covering naval actions of the First World War are also recommended:

- *The Imperial War Museum Book of the War at Sea 1914-1918* by Julian Thompson, Sidgwick & Jackson, 2005.

The Caird Library holds key sources to help with research on Royal Navy vessels. See Research Guide B7: The Royal Navy: Ship records for some general guidance. The following books are particularly useful for the First World War period:


With regard to merchant vessels commissioned or chartered by the Government, please see our research guide on the Mercantile Marine in the First World War.

2.2 Warship design and shipbuilding

The Ship Plans collection at the NMM includes the following:

- Admiralty design plans for many British warships active during the First World War.
- Technical records relating to specific warship types including Admiralty ship covers (ADM 138 series) and Department of the Director of Naval Construction (DNC) workbooks.
- Archive material from commercial shipbuilding companies that built vessels for the Admiralty during the First World War, including for example, John I. Thornycroft & Co Ltd at Woolston, Vickers-Armstrongs Ltd at Barrow and J. Samuel White & Co Ltd at Cowes.

See the relevant page on our website: rmg.co.uk/researchers/collections/by-type/ship-plans
Please note that we are unable to provide access to the Historic Photographs and Ship Plans collections at the Caird Library. Applications to view items in these collections should be made in writing and sent by e-mail to plansandphotos@rmg.co.uk.

2.3 Warship histories and log books

The following two resources in the Caird Library can provide information the service histories of particular warships during the First World War:

- **Twentieth Century Warships Service Histories** are photocopies of an unpublished typescript compiled by the Naval Historical Branch, giving service summaries for vessels. The length of entries varies considerably and the coverage is not comprehensive.
- **Warship Histories** were compiled by NMM staff and cover all British warships, c.1650–1950. They outline the careers of vessels and provide names of officers in command. The information can be viewed on microfiche in the reading room.

Most of the surviving logs of Royal Navy vessels during the First World War are in the ADM 53 series at TNA. Submarine logs are in ADM 73. These have daily entries made by the officer of the watch, usually recording the position and movements of the ship, weather, other vessels sighted, ship routines, details of visitors, members of crew joined or discharged, etc. For more information see the research guide on Royal Navy operations in the First World War on the TNA website.

The official log book entries of some twentieth century warships (and merchant vessels used by the Admiralty) have been transcribed for the Old Weather Project and can be viewed on the Naval-History.Net website.

2.4 Vessels sunk by enemy action or marine causes

The Caird Library has copies of the following publications on warship losses:

- **Navy Losses** issued by HMSO in August 1919. This House of Commons paper was later combined with *Merchant Shipping (Losses)* and reprinted as *British Vessels Lost at Sea 1914–1918*, published by Patrick Stephens Ltd, 1977. It was never revised, so has some errors and omissions.

Details of courts martial and investigations into warship losses can be found among the records used for the official history of the First World War in the ADM 137 series, see above.

2.5 Unit war diaries

Some war diaries for the Royal Marines in the First World War are in the ADM 137 series at TNA.

Unit war diaries for the Royal Naval Division are in the War Office series WO 95/3118-9 and can be viewed online using the Discovery catalogue. Other RND records at TNA include war diaries and operational orders in WO 95/4290-1 and ADM 137/3063-3088d.
3. Bibliography

The following books provide useful guidance for research on individuals in the Royal Navy and relevant records held at TNA:

- *A Guide to The Naval Records in the National Archives of the UK* edited by Randolph Cock and N.A.M. Rodger, Institute of Historical Research at the University of London in conjunction with The National Archives, 2008.
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